
Total attack / total defense : boost you totals ! 

Where to find these famous totals ?  
The ones im gonna talk about are here : 

Click on your profile 

 

Go on « fight strength » 

 

When ill talk about totals, ill talk about Total Attack / Total Defense.  Here you can see im level 1778 

and  i have : Total Attack: 213 715, Total Defense: 216 603.  

Total attack = perso attack + armed attack + mob weapon attack + mob armor attack + mob vehicle 

attack. You see that the biggest part of total attack is the mob weapon/weapon/vehicle attack. They 

are very important.  



Why are these totals so important ? 

First reason : These totals are important during PvP (players versus 

players). 
Here is an example, i fight against someone : 

He’s level 1822 (more than me, 1778), and he has 1393 mobsters (i have 1349). I win the fight. 

 

I click on Show details to see the details of the fight. 

 

His level is higher, he has more mobsters, his personal defense is better than my personal 

attack…and i win. My attack Strength is 13.44% than the enemy’s defense. It’s because my totals are 

better. 

 

 

 



Second reason : Syndicate Wars ! 
 

If you' re one of the top 15 members (with skills points), you’re gonna have influence on the 

Syndicate strength during SW. 

 

Up : the current one 

Down : The one during last SW. It’s this one im gonna take for an example. 

I click on members : 

 

Only  the  Skills Points top 15 members are important to determine the strength of the syndicate 

during SW. 

« Syndicate strengths are calculated from the top 15 joined Syndicate members which all contribute 

to the Syndicates attack / defence / health. »  (from help section) 



Now, i click on profile. 

 

Here you can see the total of totals of the top 15 members of the syndicate. 

If we improve these stats, we will be stronger. 

How to improve these totals 
 

 

Have more mobsters ! 
The easiest way to increase your mob weapon/armor/vehicle…is to have more mobsters ! 

You can have 1000 mobsters just by being added or adding people. 

After you can have 1000 mobsters more by bying them with Favor Points (FP). 

Once you have a good offensive/defensive loadout, spend all your FP in buying mobsters !  

Get stronger weapons/armors/vehicles ! 
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